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sharing summer
exPeriences...
memorial to magic
By: Megan Patterson
This summer started with a surreal feeling. When
school was over, the days seemed longer, empty even. My
summer started with a memorial for Janine. Her
memorial was where I first heard about the auditions.
Thinking it was an amazing opportunity, I auditioned,
was called back, and then cast in the ensemble of Beauty
and the Beast with Tarpon Arts. With rehearsals six
days a week for two months, the show was all I could
As opening
night grew closer
and closer,
rehearsals became
longer, more
intense, and more
dedicated to the
Intricate details.
Although it became
stressful
sometimes, rehearsing until almost midnight and
cramming in blocking, costumes, and set changes,
the show was amazing in the end.
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It is known that
every show has a bit of
drama and stress, but
the cast, crew, and
everyone else involved in

Beauty and the Beast
was amazing. We pulled
off a complex show with
intense dance numbers,
insane vocals, and exceedingly difficult thematic
elements, while also being blessed with beautiful
costumes, visuals, and people. Hearing the audience's
reactions to different things in the show, whether
laughter, awe, or even sadness, it was truly a beautiful
experience to have a genuine impact on the audience.

The very heart of my summer started with the memorial
of someone who I truly admired, and ended as the best
summer I have had, where I met so many amazing new
people while having such an amazing experience with a
wonderful group of kind and talented people. This summer
started with an emotional memorial and ended with true
magic.
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reVieW of the WalloWs
concert
By: Emily Harris
On May 26th, 2022, I was able Wallows concert at
Jannus Live in downtown St. Petersburg. The Wallows are an
indie pop band that I started listening to around the spring of
2020. They quickly became one of my favorite bands to listen
to, thus sparking my excitement when I heard that my friend
and I could buy tickets. The night was truly magical.
The theater was outside and slightly stifling due to the
heat, but that was the only downside. The concert was worth
it even if I had been wearing a sweatshirt and jeans. There
were no seats, and we managed to find a good spot in the
middle of the crowd. The crowd was buzzing with excitement
and sang along to every song, my friend and I included.
They
played many
new songs from
their new
album, Tell Me
That It’s Over,
as well as many
classics from
earlier albums
and EPs. A few
of my favorites included Remember When, Pleaser, Scrawny,
and Hard to Believe. The lights on the stage were vibrant and
beautiful, with an assortment of colors.
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My favorite moment of the Wallows bid us all
goodnight and walked off stage, resulting in
disappointed chatter from the audience. Suddenly, other
members began to
chant, “One more
song.” One
minute later, the
band came
running back on
stage with grins
on their faces and
proceeded to play
about seven more songs. They even stopped to take a
vote from the audience on which song they should play. I
was able to hear all my favorite songs, as well as many
new ones. It only strengthened my love for this band and
their music.
My friend and I bought matching tour t-shirts and
were ecstatic about the concert. The other people there
were extremely kind; one girl even walked up to me just
to compliment my necklace. The night was one I will
remember for years to come. I encourage anyone to check
out their music and let me know what they think!
Below is a Spotify code for Tell Me That Its Over.
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blissful berries
“I

perfected this painting over the summer. It
also reflects my summer
spent at farmer’s
markets and berrypicking with my mom,
the painting itself just
reminds me of summer.
“ Uma Limaye, ‘24

summer loVe
“This is a drawing I did in
memory of my late grandmother who passed a few
years ago. Over the summer
I had asked my dad more
about her, to get to know
her in a way I never would
now. I made this for him,
which moved him to tears,
something I’ve only seen
one other time, when she
passed. I’ve worked on this
for a while over the summer
and am happy it is done. “ Sam Solomon ‘23
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summer falls
“I took this photo
while i was in the
Smoky Mountain
National Park in
Gatlinburg

Tennessee! it was 1.5
mile hike but was
definitely worth it in
the end.” - Vania
Salcedo ‘24

blue ridge,
blue skY

“Waiting for the sunrise from the balcony of

Blue Ridge Leader’s School” -Daniela
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a summer full of traVel
By: Niamh Kirkwood
Scotland, June 2022
I started off my summer with flying
back to my home country, as I do most
summers. Typically I go for one month,
but this summer I cut it back to two
weeks, aka the busiest two weeks in
my life. Scotland will always hold a
special place in my heart as the
scenery and people there match my
vibe so well. This picture was taken
during a weekend away at a river in a
town named Crieff.
A river I visited with my family

London, June 2022

Film picture of the Big Ben,

Ever since I was a little kid, I had
dreamed of going to London (sounds
cheesy but it’s true). I’ve always
admired the architecture of all of the
royal buildings, and seeing them in
person was incredible. My dad and I
happened to find tons of hidden
locations that not many tourists know
about and those happened to be my
favorite.

London Eye, and Houses of Parliament
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Colorado, July 2022
One of the perks of my dad being a
soccer coach, is getting to tag along to
his out of state tournaments, hence
why I ended up in Colorado. Let me
tell you, it is just as beautiful as it
looks. This is definitely a destination I
would consider revisiting, as the
scenery and people themselves are
both so welcoming. This picture is
from a hike I did at Chautauqa park.
A hike I did with my dad

Tennessee, July 2022

The waterfall we jumped off of and

Now this trip was more of a
spontaneous one, as my friend asked
me to come along with her family.
This specific day happened to be my
favorite, as the feeling of being
directly under the waterfall,
specifically Fall Creek Falls, was
amazing. This trip showed me how
powerful nature can be, as it brought
a lot of peace and I was happy to do it
with one of my favorite people.

swam in
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a Photogenic summer
Photos by: Nicole Baum
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taste of summer
By: Atlas
The taste of summer dances on my tongue like the sun
rays that hit my face.
The rain lingers in smell and taste, feeling like a warm
embrace on my skin.
Saltwater floods my senses as it does to the shore
lingering with saltwater taffy, made and bought on the pier.
And the taste of summer is of friends.
The taste of summer is home brewed peach iced tea
from your mother after a day at the park, watching wild
flowers sway gently in the wind as if dancing for you.
The taste of summer is late night drives down the
highway, top down, blasting music with your friends, as their
singing is what you’re really listening for.
Summer tastes like late night ice cream runs with your
sister listening to Taylor Swift, feeling like you’re back in
2016 again.
It tastes like the warm humid air as you lay and
stargaze with your closest friends, taking in the sky and
constellations, trying to engrave this moment in your mind.
Like crappy fast food shared over a love for the beach,
unearthing shells like an archeologist, stopping on the way
home to preserve this moment.
Summer tastes like friends and happiness and
freedom, And summer just tastes like summer.
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out Where the cicadas sing
By: Emily Harris
There is a place I’ve never been
That lets my thoughts melt away

When my patience has run thin,
And my world turns to grey.
An old dock looks over a lake
Lit by the Moon’s gentle gaze
While fireflies begin to wake,

Setting the air ablaze.

A distant melody starts to ring
Harmony floating through the trees
Out where the cicadas sing,
Their song carried by the breeze.

I fall back into the grass
To admire the starlit sky
My thoughts shatter like glass,
And I bid them a gentle goodbye.
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VocallY silent
All summer long I dreamt of you.
I saw you with your arms wrapped around your knees
While you smiled at me like I was brand new.
In the car, top down, midnight, trying not to freeze.

I looked away from you and held back tears,
I don’t know why, and I don’t think I ever will.

We spent hours talking about our fears.
Our conversations saved you a pill.

Rain poured down our shoulders,
As I held your hand and ran.
We sat in your closet, my hands, your holder.
Your head in my lap, and your tears began.
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By: Lorelei Lyons
Sweet silence when I mouthed, “I love you”.
You looked at me sincere and did the same.
I can’t help but wonder if it was ever true.
I can’t help but wonder if you feel shame.

Our last moments linger with sorrow.
At the lake you cried hopelessly,

I kissed your cheek and wished for tomorrow.
How does one stay silent so vocally?

My love, I am not resentful anymore.
I should’ve known a love like ours, would burn.
All summer long I dreamt of you.
I’ve awoken, and no longer miss you.
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tunnel Vision
Photos and haikus by: Christopher Johnson

Driving down that road
Now everything is different
Trees outgrowing me

Moths flutter around
As the robins start to rest
A different world now

Thinking by the lake
There’s so much here to be missed
After this summer
Photography by Niamh Kirkwood
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euPhoria
By: Niamh Kirkwood
It’s those times,
The ones that feel euphoric.
When you know you’re alive,
Finally giving yourself a chance to thrive.
Feeling the wind invent shapes
With the strands of your hair.
Watching the sky transform from
The saturated colors to the chilled night sky.
Hearing the rain drip off from the car window.
All while doing it with them.
Those people who you only meet once.
The people who make you
Both scared and anxious to grow up.
Because you know leaving them is in hindsight view.
And you’re not necessarily good with all things new.
Yet when fear blends with friendship,

It evolves into more.
It becomes something that hurts,
Leaving the mind sore.
Wishing time would come to a halt,
If only it could.
Saying goodbye to summer,
Hurts more than it should.
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online
By: Olivia Moes
You DM’d me one day in May
Just days after I finished school
Back then I didn’t love you

I didn’t plan on playing the fool
But you slipped those glasses on me
The one with the pink rose tints
That made everything vibrant to see
I got attached and we haven’t spoken since
I rewind and replay the delusions
And I think back to when you were mine
Before you decided that I wasn’t enough
You only wanted me to see that you were online
I asked you questions every day
To try know you a little more
Hoping you would ask me them back
And I wouldn’t become a bore
But you always left me on delivered
Sometimes hours on end
I believed every excuse and lie
I never imagined it was all pretend
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Now I rewind and replay the delusions
And I think back to when you were mine
Before you decided I wasn’t enough
You only wanted me to see that you were online
We talked about travelling to see each other
About what me and you would eventually do
I tossed around ideas and you always said,

“I want to do everything with you”
Now I’m rewinding and replaying the delusions
Thinking back to when you said you were mine
Before you decided my love wasn’t enough
You only wanted me to see you were online

I’ve realized it wasn’t quite real
Our love is gone and no longer exists
But I know if you want to try again with me
I’d welcome you back with open arms and a kiss
I don’t want to but I’m moving on
I’ve realized I’m not the one to blame

Someday the scar will have healed and faded away
And my heart won’t hear the echo of your name
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goodbYe for noW
By: Julienne Sochacki
You made me happy
When you tell the punchline wrong
We sneaked out together
And danced around the road

And those nights when we called
Stayed on the phone
Talking for hours
Until we fell asleep

“Good morning, good evening”
“Good night, and how you’re doing”
Listening and laughing
To the bedtime stories you told

Those were the times

When we cared for each other
Every day and every night

Can I take back those days?
When we were innocently in love
But it’s too late to say
That I miss you a lot
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It hurts even more
That you never hated me
For breaking your heart, unintentionally
“Goodbye for now”

Every time I cried
Your shoulder I lean to
Little things excites me
You remembered to know

Those sparkle eyes I loved
Shaped like a rainbow

Once we’re happy
Now can’t seem to look at me

Can I take back those days?
When we were innocently in love
But it’s too late to say

That I miss you a lot

I’m sorry for everything
I can’t imagine the pain you’re in
But it hurts me even more
When you said

“Good bye for now”
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hoPe
By: Katherine O’Ryan
He grew up dirt poor. His streets were lined with litter.
His mom took the bus everyday to work for barely any pay.
For as long as he could remember, his country was under communist rule. Evo Morales, who was supposed to be a beacon of
light for national prosperity and equality in Bolivia, plunged
the country into deep economic distress. The poor were getting
poorer and most of those who had anything to their name fled
the country. The jobs and means of survival were scarce, people just hanging on by a thread with very little hope of
change. This created a world that was almost uninhabitable.
“No one should have to live like this,” he said. He had
spent the last two years completing paperwork for a US Visa
and waiting. Waiting for the ok to enter our country. Barely
being able to work and survive, he waited.
He spent the summer in Florida, this distant relative
of mine. I listened as he told stories of what it was like
growing up in Bolivia and of the difficulties trying to survive
as an adult. His views on the US were ones of light and hope.
His beaming smile surfaced when he spoke of being here.
Restricted by his Visa, I do not know if he will be able
to establish himself here, and neither does he. But he did not
take many moments for granted while on our soil.
Sometimes I think we forget to appreciate where we
are and what we have. I understand there are troubles and
that we should constantly be striving to progress. We,
however, seem to get so caught up in day-to-day political turmoil that we forget our country is actually a pretty great place
that many want to call home.
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mosaic of summer
By: Aruba Ahmad

Good morning Sunshine!
The warm honey color breaks the dam that is
your blinds.
Rise my child from your cavern of comfort;
The world is beckoning, and it’s best you heed its
call.

Retrieve the well-loved journals of pretty pressed
flowers,
Carefully release it from the twine chains you
locked it away with.
Unleash the caged guitar from your days of
youth,
Your old friend has been waiting to sing a song
to you.
Lose yourself in the music—
Fill your head with your mosaic of summer.
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submit for our next
theme changes

